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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
[CORE-580] - Interest from arrears accrued is not recalculated when a fee is applied
on a revolving credit with "Include fees in floor amount"
When applying a fee on a revolving credit with the “Include fees in floor amount” option the
interest accrued while the account was in arrears is not being recalculated.
In V6.1, Mambu fixed this issue and the the interest accrued while the account was in
arrears is recalculated at the new overdue principal.
[CORE-824] - Write off operation cannot be performed on dynamic loan accounts with
redrawBalance set on null
When trying to write off a dynamic loan account with redraw balance null an error was
returned in the console.
In V6.1, Mambu fixed this issue and the write off a dynamic loan account with redraw
balance null is possible.
[ADM-485] - Delete/Obfuscate Client Personal Data at Sandbox Cloning through
Private API via DB Script
In the context of the GDPR, we are providing the option to clone the production environment
to a sandbox environment while anonymizing client personal identifiable data. The process
will clone all production data as until now, while making sure end-clients personal identifiable
data is anonymized. To use this feature with V6.1, please contact Mambu support to run the
anonymized sandbox cloning Private API call. This feature will be available via MyMambu UI
as well, in a couple of weeks.
[ADM-584] - Import calls fail on Sandbox environment
When running the Import call, the former implementation had a step in which it verified the
existence of the tenant, during the import operation. This step failed for the case when a
sandbox was not already created to run the Import on. This validation step was removed
with ADM-584 and fixed the import call fail.
[ADM-573] - Log details about mysqldump error during manual backups
To further investigate some errors that appear during manual backups, we introduced
logging of specific error details so that we can properly identify the root-cause.

Production release date: Friday, 25 of May, 2018
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